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The Case of Rwanda: US and UN Actions result in
Escalation of Genocide and higher Costs.

Milton Leitenberg
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The two small neighbouring gounfties'of Burundi and Rwanda in Central Africa are
inhabited primarily by two ethnic groups, Hutu and Tutsi, in the same proportions:

85 % Hutu and 15 % Tutsi. ln 1972, the Tutsi-led government and army of Burundi
slaughtered up to 250,000 Hutu. TheJeunesse revolutionaire, aparamilitary organis-
ation of young men attached to the Tutsi ruling political party, did much of the

killing. A subsequent report by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

excoriated the United States administration of President Richard Nixon and Secretary

of State Henry Kissinger for 'indifference, inertia, and irresponsibility' in its
response to the massac.es.l

In October 1993, fighting broke out again in Burundi, following an attempted Tutsi
coup against the first democratically elected president of the country, a Hutu.
Amnesty International estimates that around 100,000 people were killed in the three
months between October and December 1993; other estimates of the number of dead

vary between 50,000 to 200,000.2

RPF Invasion

In October 1990, a group of Rwandan exiles, primarily Tutsi who had served for
years in the Ugandan armed forces, invaded Rwanda. For the next three years, a
war between the Hutu government and the invading force, known as the Rwandan
Patriotic Front EPF), partitioned the country. Under strong pressure form the

international community of aid donors, a peace agreement had been brokered by
emissaries from the United Nations and the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
in August 1993, and a cease-fire was in effect from that time until mid-April 1994.
However, the Hutu president continually delayed irnplementation of the peace

agreement, and the governing Huhr party had been recruiting young toughs into
militias - the Interah.amwe ('Those who stand together') and the Impuzamugambi
('single Minded Ones') - and training them under Rwandan army supervision all
through the early months of 1994. This process was under observation by the United

* 
This chapter originally appeared with the title: 'International Incompetence Produces Genocide.'
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Nations Assistance Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR). By April 1'994, 10,000 Huhr

had been recruited into these militias, and some arms had been distributed to them.
On April 6, 1994, the Presidents of Burundi and Rwanda were both returning to

the Rwandan capital from a UN-mediated parley of the contending parties of both
countries with other regional leaders. The Rwandan president was under strong
international pressure once again, now to implement the 1993 peace agreement. The

airplane in which they were travelling was shot down as it approached the capital's

airport. In less than an hour, roadside barriers began to go up in the Rwandan
.upitul, and the killings began, carried out at first by the Presidential Guard.3 It was

not a spontaneous outbreak of violence; it clearly had been planned. The first victims
were members of the political opposition, both Hutu and Tutsi. The killings were
at first confined to the capital, but the response of the United States and other
Western countries was only to evacuate their own nationals in great haste. Presented

with this Western 'hands off reaction, a major role in the massacres was passed on
to the militias, who fanned out into the government-controlled portion of the country
with the aid of the army

Use of Force

Under the terms of the peace accord, UNAMIR - a 2,500-member UN-observer
force - was present in Rwanda at the time, without Chapter VII provisions to use

force.4 Article 42 in Chapter 7 of the United Nations Charter provides for the use

of force: '... such action as may be necessary...,' in any circumstance of 'threat of
the peace, breach of peace, or act of aggression.' It provides for the use of 'a11

necessary means,' the diplornatic phrase which means the use of force. The UN had

authorised such use sparingly in the postwar years: in the Korean war, in the Congo,
for the US-led coalition that fought Iraq after its invasion of Kuwait in 1990, in UN
resolution 794 for the US-led coalition that went to Somalia in December L992, as

rvell as for the UN forces that replaced it. Force is also authorised for certain of the

missions that UN forces have been assigned in Yugosla'iia, although for the most

part it has not been applied there. On the very day before, April 5, the UN Security
Council had extended UNAMIR's mandate for six weeks, but threatened to end it
unless '... full and prompt irnplementation by the parties ... of the transitional
instinrtions provided for under the Arusha Peace Agieements...' took place.s

A week after the killing began, estimates of those massacred reached 20,000, then

50,000. At some point very soon after they began, General Romeo Dallaire, the

Canadian commander of UNAMIR, requested the Office of the UN Secretary'
General to provide him with new Rules of Engagement for his forces, so that he

could protect innocent civilians. The request was rejected. The Special Represen-

tative of the Secretary-General in Rwanda, an African diplomat, reported to UN
headquarters in New York that the situation was a resurgence of 'tribal warfare',
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and therefore the UN shoutd not be involved. In mid-April, Belgium decided to

recall the 440 troops it had serving with the UNAMIR force after ten of its disarmed

soldiers had been murdered on April 7 by members of the Presidential Guard who

also assassinated a government minister whom the troops were protecting. After that,

the remaining UN troops stayed in their barracks. UN Secretary-General Boutros

Boutros-Ghali, with thc support of the US administration, essentially recommended

to the Security Council that the entire remaining UNAMIR force be withdrawn. He

noted that with the withdrawal of the Belgian contingent, UNAMIR would be unable

to carry out its mandate, and hence that 'In these circumstances, I have asked my

Speciai Representative and the Force Commander-to prepare plans for the with-

drawal of UNAMIR, should this prove necessary.'6 In the end, such a retreat was

considered to be too great an embarrassment, and the Security Council allowed 270

troops to remain.
The Organisation of African Unity criticised the UN's decision to withdraw all

but a ry*boti. and non-functional presence as 'a sign of indifference or lack of

sufficient concern' for Africans. Yet, in a pattern of response typical of the OAU

once killings begin in an African state, not a single African country sent new or

additionat iroops to Rwanda (until the end of August), except for the small units

from Senegal, Chad, and the Congo that accompanied the much-criticised French

forces when these were deployed in June. An Ethiopian battalion replaced the French

troops when these were withdrawn at the end of August.

Three Options

By April 29, three weeks after the killing had started, Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali

,"port"o that as many as 200,000 people had been killed - massacred - in Rwanda.

By now having reveised his recommendation of early April to withdraw the peace-

kieping troopi, he proposed three options, the first of which was again prompted

Uy beneral Romeo Dailaire and called for Security Council approval of a plan to

sind in 5,500 additional troops.T It was understood by all that it would take months

for the troops to be raised from member nations, equipped and actually deployed.

Again, Security Council members from African countries and other developing

nitions favoured forceful action. But the US opposed this option, no African nation

acnrally volunteered troops, and the Security Council asked the Secretary-General

to ,consult' with the OAU and to undertake new diplomatic steps. As could be

expected, the now-desperate 'diplomatic' appeals from the Secretary-General to the

parties in the Rwandan conflict produced nothing.

The major reason for Securiry Councit inaction was the criticism and opposition

by the UniteO States. Rwanda became the first application of President Clinton's

admonition in an address to the United Nations on September 27 , 1993, that the UN

must learn 'when to say no.' The UN needed to ask 'hard questions' before sending
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peacekeeping forces to any additional sites, and it musJ recognise that it 'cannot

L".orr" engaged in every tne of the world's conflicts.'8 The United States would

only agree to a UN resolution that authorised sending a new force after Secretary-

General Boutros Boutros-Ghali had reported back on various conditions adapted from

those recently estabtished for itself by the US administration, some of which are

patently unachievable in the real world, or cannot be realistically determined in

idnunse. Presidential Decision Directive 25 (PDD-25) was formally issued in May

L994, and listed seven factors that the government would consider if required to vote

on peace operations in the UN Security Council, six additional and more stringent

factors to consider if the participation of US forces was involved, and three final
factors if the US forces might be engaged in combat: 16 considerations in all. The

document (drafting of which originally began in February 1993 as PD-13) underwent

a most extraordinary evolution from US Ambassador Madeleine Albright's statement

of June 1993 on 'assertive rnultilateralism.' As a result of the casualties suffered by

US forces in Sorna1ia, it became a policy of stringent conditionality.

Conditions

The great likelihood is that these conditions will most often be used to rationalise

inaction, which is unquestionable their effect to date. New York Times editorials

applauded the US 'prudence.'e Although she was not herself altogether in agreement

with the administration's Rwanda policy, US Ambassador Madeleine Albright
presented a disingenuous defense of the US opposition in a TV performance on May

tq. Shr claimed that the United States was only 'trying to help' the UN by calling

for delay and re-examination.lo A secondary consideration was the30% of the UN
peacekeeping costs that the US would have to bear for any new peacekeeping

Aeployment;hile the US was already grossly in arrears for past assessments. US

Nationat Security Council officials stated that US involvement'in Rwanda was '...
not in our national interest,' and that alt UN forces should be withdrawn. Up to late

April, the US administration's position was to get the UN Security Council to

approximate the strictures of PDD-25; after that, the US did put forward a military

scheme for the disposition of a UNAMIR force that was an alternative to that

favoured by General Romeo Dallaire.
On May 11, the Secretary-General formally asked that the plan be approved, and

on May 17, a Security Council resolution was finally passed. By this time senior

aid officials in Rwanda were quoting a figure of half a million dead. On May 25,

Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali announced his defeat and failure in attempt-

ing to ruir" contributions of military forces from UN member nations. During all

thise weeks, the US government had also instructed its spokesmen 'not to describe

the deaths there as genocide, even though some senior officials believe that is exactly

what they represent.'l1 Obviously, had US administration spokesmen openly
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referred to 'genocide', it would have been more difficult to simply stand aside and

watch the slaughter continue. Two days later on May 27 ,President Clinton met with
the UN Secretary-General and declined to commit any US forces to Rwanda. In a
Memorial Day address to the American public, Clinton stated,'... we cannot

dispatch our troops to solve every problem where our values are offended by human

misery, and we should not.' He repeated the same sentiments almost verbatim in
a second Memorial weekend address at the US Naval Academy: 'We cannot solve

every such outburst of civil strife or militant nationalism simply by sending in our
forces.'12

On June 3, the leaders of fourteen African states, stung by the UN Secretary-

General's description of the sinration as 'a scandal', offered to send troop contingents

- at some indeterminate time, after they were armed, supplied, etc., including, in
one case, a request for 200 artillery pieces for a contingent of 1,000 men. On its
side, the US Department of Defense consumed weeks in disputing with the UN the

level of repayment that it should receive for supplying 50 armoured personnel

carriers. In mid-June it was still demanding that it reimbursed $ 15 million for the

shipping costs to and from Rwanda, spare parts, etc.. Estimates of those dead had

now reached 500,000, even 800,000.13 The 50 US vehicles did not arrive until
mid-July.

On July 20, with a cholera epidemic spreading among a portion of the four million
Hutu refugees who had fled following the victory of the Rwanda Patriotic Front,
for fear of retribution for the months of slaughtering Tutsi and other Hutus, USAID
Administrator Brian Atwood stated that he would recommend that the UN now

dispatch a large peacekeeping force, President Clinton asked for $ 320 million of
emergency relief funds, and, on luly 22, suggested sending 4,000 US troops to the

area, but primarily to the refugee camps in Zaire, rather than inside Rwanda. The
governments of Britain, Canada, and Australia committed small contingents for
humanitarian assistance missions also, before the United States did, but except for
some of the Canadians, these troops did not reach the area until after US forces had

arrived. The UN Secretary-General and the High Commissioner for Refugees stated

that there were eight tasks which were beyond their capacity and those of the
voluntary agencies to carry out, and the United States obligated itself to carry out
four of them. Now the New York Tim.es editorial headline was 'At Last, Rwanda's
Pain Registers.'l4 All of this four months after the troops and money could have

prevented the catastrophe in the first place.

Unique Capabilities

Nevertheless, US officials from the President on down remained adamant that the

US military forces deployed to the area would be engaged only in humanitarian relief
activities and woulO not do any 'peacekeeping'.ls US Secretary of Defense William
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perry explained that the United States rnilitary had 'unique capabilities' for airlift

and iogiitics - but not for peacekeeping.' 'It would not be the best use of our

forces.' It was on this occasion that Perry also provided the US government estimate

of four million Rwandan refugees. Four days later, while visiting the refugee camp

in Goma, Perry explained thai'The United States does not have combat forces here,

therefore we are not providing peacekeeping.'16 obriously: the combat forces were

not there because they had not-been ordered to be there by the President or by the

Secretary of Defense. At the very moment that William Perry was speaking, 2,000

first-line US Marine and Arrny personnel had been ordered to fight fires in

Washington state.l7 The armed iort"r of the United States, the world's most thor-

oughty equipped, trained and ready military force, was suddenly incapable of

p"ifoiring peacekeeping duties, and was only uniquely capable of logistics.

Willingness

As of September, the US Senate was only willing to aut[orise $ 170 million of the

$ 320 miilion thai president Clinton had aitea for. In addition, the Senate wrote into

the legislation the provision that alt US forces had to be withdrawn from Rwanda

by October I unless Congress specifically approved a longer tlaY:"3t the US

troops began to be withdriwn from the area, it became known that the Department

of Defense had decided not to carry out some of the four tasks that the US adminis-

tration had publicly announced tt ui it would assume on behalf of the United Nations

and ttre UN High Commissioner for Refugees.le This was corroborated by an

internal US administration evaluation of the mission.

As for Mobutu's government in Zaie, it did nothing to disarm the 40,000 soldiers

of the former Hutu government's army that were on its territory and in the large

refugee camps inZaire,who were actively preventing Hutu refugees from returning

;; ffiilu,rT ,o the point of actually carrying out small-scale massacres of Hutu

refugees in order to enforce their control by terror. UN human rights monitors h-ave

no access to the camps - in fact will not travel there for lack of security - while'they

report on summary retribution against Hutu jn the area suffounding the Rwandan

"upit 
t. In October and No,remler 1994, it became known that voluntary aid

agencies distributing food in the refugee camps inzaire did so bv leliveri;e-tfelo
into the hands of thi Interah.a.mwe - the killers of several months before."' riy way

of analogy, one can imagine the allied nations in Europe in 1946 and 1947 delivering

UNRRA aid to displaced persons camps via the control of unreconstituted and armed

German SS troops that hat managed extermination concentration camps a few years

before. Incomparable national and international irresponsibility and incompetence

was stubbornly maintained to the very last moment.

The first provisional budget drawr up by the UN authorities for the UNAMIR

force mandated for Rwanda was estimated in August 1994 at $ 37 million. This was
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revised to $ 100 million in Septernber 1994. (As of November 13, a budget has still
not been agreed upon by the UN General Assembly.) Presuming that a force of this

size had been mandated and deployed in Aprit, the US financial responsibility 'at
30% of the total peacekeeping assessment - would have been $ 30 million.

Automatic Thresholds

The case provides a classic example of the requirement for automatic thresholds of
civilian casualties that would compel the rapid deployment of United Nations or
other large multinational forces. There are two circumstances in which this should

be considered mandatory. The first is massive massacre of civilian populations,

exactly as was occurring in Rwanda, and as had previously occurred in both Rwanda

and Bunrndi between the same two ethnic groups. The second circumstance is

evidence of premeditated actions that lead to large-scale civilian starvation during
war or armed conflict. There have been some 16 events since 1945 in which these

conditions have been met, with mortalities in these events ranging from around
100,000 to around 1.5 million, and a cumulative mortality of over eleven million
people. Many of these have occurred in Africa: Burundi, Somalia, Ethiopia, Sudan,

Uganda, Angola, Mozambique, and Rwanda. It is also interesting to note that there

are a substantial number of repeat offenders among these. It is inconceivable that
any international body would set such thresholds above 50,000 dead human beings,
if that high. In the Rwandan case, such numbers were reached in a matter of a few
weeks.

And it is obvious that such deployment would have to be under Chapter Vtr
provisions of the United Nations Charter, with the mandate to use deadly force
without waiting for the approval or tolerance of the combatants, or of a governing

perpetrator. Two sides warring for supreme power or one or more of them slaugh-

tering its own population will not suddenly agree to issue polite inviations to UN
or other forces. In Rwanda, both the government carrying out the genocidal mass-

acres and the Rwandan Patriotic Front fighting to seize political power rejected

suggestions of a UN intervention force. The latter feared that a UN presence would
maintain the status quo, with the government continuing to hold power in the capital.
Astonishing as it may also seem to outside observers, the contending parties in
Burundi at present - military leaders and leaders of political factions - rejected a

United Nations proposal in mid-August 1994 to deploy a peacekeeping force with
observer and monitoring functions, despite witnessing- the carnage between their
ethnic brethren directlyittott the border in Rwanda.22

All of this is nevertheless far from consideration by any UN member state or
international body. The UNAMIR forces that were in Rwanda when the killings
started should have been immediately reinforced by substantial deployments from
additional states. And the UN Security Council quickly should have provided the
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authorisation for UNAMIR to use force. Nations that feared France's motive for

sending peacekeeping troops to Rwanda later in June could have resolved such

AouUtJbest byioininithe force in contingents of equal size. The French forces were

notably deployed wilh explicit and well-announced orders to fire upon anyone who

threatened or attacked civilians in their area' or their own forces' It is inconceivable

that any nation, not to speak of a great power, should panic and withdraw its forces

on taking a small number of casuaities, is was tho rosponso of ttreus administration

and of members of Congress following the events in Somalia' Other nations took

casualties in Sornalia earlier, and have done so since those suffered by the US

;;;;;.rt U;il the great powers in the UN Security Council are willing to act

together, and to abiorb a comparatively small number of casualties to prevent

massive mortality, there will continue to be after the fact hand-wringing and aid

efforts when it is too late.

Conscious ManiPulation

There is one last point of rnajor importhnce given the attention that 'ethnic' wars

and conflicts are getting at the moment. Few if any of these are spontaneous'

historically inevitabl", oi driven by historical grievances. They owe their occulrence

to conscious manipulation by senior national poriticar figures or parties, in or orrt

of office, for immediate poliiical purposes at the present time.- This was the case for

Rwanda and the ruling Hutu party; Serbia ('yugosravia') and slobodan Milosevic;

Kenya and the sudden attacks on'tiit1tlyu vitlageis in the last year or two prompted

by president Danier Arap Moi's partyi India and the Bharatiya Janata Party in the

events in L99z and 1993; rhe *ar in Sudan; and the possibility of Northlsgu.th'

Haussa and Fulani versus Yoruba conflict which may yet develo-P into open fighting

in Nigeria. These frequently genocidal conflicts are initiated and prompted by

political actors for present political ends'

Between 1g4g and lggg the us senate would not ratify the UN Convention on

Genocide on the rationale that its enforcement might lead to encroachments on

national sovereignty. The result of similar logic on the international level is that the

world has watched some 15 occasions since t-goO in which several hundred thousand

to several million people have massasred each other while no international agency

has intervened to stop the slaughter'
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